
The stagnant development of Keswick, Brampton and Lindeman
Islands will come under the microscope if an LNP push is successful.

Whitsunday MP Amanda Camm is calling on the state government to
launch a parliamentary inquiry into the management of Queensland
islands from Double Island in the north to Stradbroke Island in the
south.

Ms Camm visited Keswick Island to meet with residents on Tuesday,
�anked by opposition mines spokesman Pat Weir and opposition state
development, infrastructure and planning spokeswoman Fiona
Simpson.
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Keswick, Brampton, Lindeman Island:
Amanda Camm and MPs push inquiry

Whitsunday MP Amanda Camm (centre) visited Keswick Island with
opposition state development, infrastructure and planning spokeswoman
Fiona Simpson and opposition mines spokesman Pat Weir to meet with
residents about ongoing issues with the head lessee. Picture: Heidi Petith



She said there had been no improvement in boat or aircraft access since
the instalment of a former Daydream Island CEO as manager, adding
the kiosk which was rumoured to soon open was “de�nitely closed”.

“It’s really disappointing,” Ms Camm said.

She said the government should breach the developer China Bloom for
failing to comply with the head lease conditions, citing the experience
of a resident who waited 15 months for a signature to buy a home.

“It is a beautiful asset and we should be proactively investing in that,”
Ms Camm said.

“The residents in the community over there are ready to welcome
people with open arms.”

Keswick Island. Picture: Mackay Tourism



Ms Camm said it was also concerning the government had extended the
development approval on Brampton Island for a further six years.

“It is a vibrant resort and it’s just been left derelict since cyclone
damage and we’ve not seen any investment,” she said.

“Really, it just looks like landbanking.

“We’ve got Lindeman Island as well; it still isn’t �nalised and is under
foreign ownership.

An artist's impressions of the proposed seven star resort on Brampton
Island. Picture: Supplied, 2015



“We’ve got Laguna Quays, so we also have mainland assets where
we’re not seeing any traction at all.

“I think the state government has a lot to answer.” 

Ms Simpson said the state government should uphold “one rule, one
law” for everyone, with it treating Keswick residents as “second class
citizens”.

“It’s the state government that signs o� on the head lease, they’re the
ones that have a responsibility to ensure the conditions that they’ve
signed o� on are kept,” the Maroochydore MP said.

Mr Weir said the Keswick issue had gone on for too long, with the
reality on the ground far from the government’s assurance “everything
was going along swimmingly”.

“I don’t care who owns it, those regulations need to be upheld,” the
Condamine MP said. 

“There’s not a satisfactory situation by any stretch of the
imagination.”

Laguna Quays in the north of the Mackay region, near Midge Point.
Picture: Contributed

The state of the Beach Resort at Lindeman Island post Cyclone Debbie.



Mr Weir said he also held “serious concerns” about the management of
several Queensland islands with a “whole host” of native title,
environmental, and lessee issues.

Mackay MP Julieanne Gilbert earlier said in February that Ms Camm’s
comments about the state government’s inaction on Keswick Island
was “nonsense”.

A Department of Environment and Science spokesman said it had
inspected the island several times over the past 18 months following
allegations of environmental damage including to turtle nesting
beaches.

The spokesman said it found no evidence but was working with the
Department of Resources and Mackay Regional Council to address
residents’ concerns with management.

Tourism Minister Stirling Hinchli�e and State Development,
Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning MP Steven Miles did
not respond to questions by deadline.
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